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§ 1. Introduction 
The finite axioms of choice C n for n a positive integer, have been ex- 
tensively studied by Mostowski [5] and Gauntt [ 1 -3 ] ,  among others. 
It is on the results and methods of these two authors that the present 
paper is heavily based. C n asserts that any set of n-element sets has a 
choice function, and C o , C* are the modifications of this for ordered 
and well-ordered sets of n-element sets, respectively. If Z is a finite set 
of integers, C z denotes the conjunction of C n for n ~ Z. Similarly for 
C ° and C~. The following two conditions on a finite set Z of integers, 
and an integer n, were introduced and studied by Mostowski n [ 5 ]. 
D(n, Z): For any subgroup G o fS  n without fixed points, there is a 
subgroup H of G and proper subgroups K1, ..., K r of H such that 
£[H : K i lE  Z.  
K(n, Z): For any subgroup G o fS  n without fixed points, there is a 
subgroup H of  G t° (the restricted irect product of countably many 
copies of G) and proper subgroups K 1 . . . . .  K r of H such that 
~IH : K i IE  Z.  
Gauntt also introduced the following condition (in [ 1 ] ). 
t_(n, Z): For any subgroup G of S n without fixed points, there are 
proper subgroups K1, ..., K r of G such that Z I G : Kil ~ Z. 
The results known up till now may be summarized as follows: 
D(n, Z) 0, C z ~ C n (=*, Mostowski [5], =, Gauntt [2, 3] ). 
L(n, Z) "~ C~ -~ C* (Gauntt [1]. 
K(n, Z) ~ C z ~ Cn* (Mostowski [5], in effect). 
We have the following to add to the picture. 
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K(n, Z) =~ C z -~ Cn*. 
L(n, Z) "~ C ° -~ C o (essentially the same proof is used as Gauntt pre- 
sumably had for L(n, Z) ~ C] -~ Cn*). 
c ° Cn* C] C*. 
C Z ~ C O ~ C Z -+ C n . 
In fact, our results will be generalizations of those shown here, in 
three ways. Firstly, we shall consider conjunctions of axioms of "dif- 
ferent sorts", that is, those of the form C z ^ C ° ^ C~_ (^ denotes 
1 2 
"and"). Secondly, we shall allow the Z i here to be infinite, and give an 
appropriate definition of the Cz i, C° i and C~i when it is. And thirdly, 
we shall allow a more general type of finite choice axiom than C n , C o 
and C*. A typical example of this last generalization is "for any set of 
7-element sets there is a function choosing a 2-element subset of each". 
The main point about our necessary and sufficient conditions is that 
when the Z i are finite they are all effectively verifiable. Thus the study 
of the finite axioms of choice we discuss is reduced to finitary combi- 
natorics. 
The suggestion of making the third generalization was made to the 
author by Prof. A. Levy. We should also like to thank R. Gauntt for 
sending us a preprint of his paper [3]. 
We now introduce our notation. 
For any set X, IX] n is the set of n-element subsets of X, and e(X)  is 
the set of non-empty finite subsets of X; thus e(X) = U {[x]n : 0 < n < 
co}, where co is the set of natural numbers. S(X)  is the group of permu- 
tations of X. 
Let eo (X) = X,  e n + 1 (X) = e(e n (X))  and e ~ (X) = U {en (X): n ~ co }. 
The difficulty arises that some elements may appear at more than one 
level. A formal way round the problem is to attach type superscripts to 
each member of eo~ (X). Since this is rather cumbersome, we shall just 
assume that it could be done in any given case, and that we can distin- 
guish between occurrences of a set at different levels. 
Let f map X 1-1 onto Y. Then for each n ~ co, we get the induced 
map, also denoted by f, from e n (X) onto e n (Y) ,  given by f(~) = 
(f(r/): r /c  ~). Clearly, f is 1-1 from e 0 (X) to e 0 (Y). Assume inductively 
that it is 1-1 from en(X)  to en(Y) ,  and let ~I, ~2 ~ en+l (X) satisfy 
f (~l )  =f (~z) -Then r h ~ ~1 ~f( r l t )~f (~ l )~f ( r l t )e f (~2 ) + for some 
7?2 E ~2, f ( r /1 )= f ( r /2  ) ~ ,rll = 1"/2 E ~2-There fore  ~1 c_ ~2 and similarly 
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~2 C__ ~1" Hence f i s  1 -1  on en+l (X)  , and by induct ion f is 1 -1  on each 
en(X). 
A particular case is when X = Y and f ~ S(X). We usually use a, T for 
permutat ions o f  X (members o f  S(X)). Define ~ on e n (X) thus. ~ ~ ~ if 
for some o ~ S(X),  of  = 7. Vm, n is the set o f  ~-classes (S(n)-orbits) o f  
e m (n). V = U {Vm, n " m, n ~ co, n 4: 0}. For  v ~ V, let <m(v), n(v)) be 
the (unique) pair (m, n> such that v ~ Vm, n. 
To show that v uniquely determines (m(v), n(v)>, one proves by in- 
duct ion on min(ml ,  m 2) that if a non-empty  union of  members o f  
Vml,n I is equal to a non-empty  union o f  members of Vm2,n2, then 
m I = m 2 and n 1 = n 2 . I f  min(m 1 , m 2) = 0, this fol lows from the facts 
that {0, 1, ..., n - 1} is the only member  o f  Vo, n, and that 0 ~ v ~ Vm, n 
implies m = 0. Otherwise, let UA = liB, where 0 4: A c_ Vmvn I and 
0 4: B c_ Vmz, n2" Then {I.Ix: x ~ liA } is a non-empty  union of  members 
of Vml_ l ,n l  and also of Vm2_l,n2. Hence by induct ion hypothesis,  
m 1 - 1 = m 2 - 1 and n I = n2, giving the desired result. 
Clearly, if  v ~ Vm, n, then v ~ em+ 1 (n). 
Suppose that IXI = n, and let fmap n 1 -1  onto  X. Then we get the 
induced map f f rom e m +1 (n) onto  era+ 1 (X) as above, and so f (v)  
em + 1 (X), where v ~ Vm, n" It is easily checked that f (v )  is a ~-class o f  
e m (X), and that it is independent  o f  the choice o f f .  We denote it by 
v(X). 
Examples 1.1. I f  v ~ Vo, n and IXI = n, then v(X)=X.  Thus the Mos- 
towski axioms are a special case o f  those we consider. 
I f  v is the ~-class o f  n determined by {0, 1} and IXI = n, then v(X) 
is the set o f  2-element subsets of  X. 
We are now in a posit ion to formulate the axioms of  choice C z , C ° , 
forZC_ V. 
C z : For  any set X, (v(~): v ~ Z, ~ ~ X, I~1 = n(o)} has a choice func- 
tion. 
C ° .  For  any ordered set X, (v(~): v ~ Z, ~ ~ X, I~1 = n(o)} has a 
choice funct ion.  
C~" For  any well-ordered set X, (v(~): v ~ Z, ~ ~ X, I~1 = n(o)} has a 
choice funct ion.  
I f  v ~ V, C o is C{o ). Similarly C °, C*. 
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We devote the rest of this section to setting up our necessary and suf- 
ficient conditions. Let ~ ~ en(X). Then H(~)= (a ~ S(X): o~ = ~). We 
adopt some suitable convention for coding ordered pairs of members of  
e~o (X) and choice functions for members of e,o (X) as members of 
eo~ (X). (An ordered pair of members of e~ (X) need not, and a choice 
function for a member of e~ (X) will not, lie in e,~ (X), not being 
"stratified". However, it is clear that a suitable copy will lie in e~o (X).) 
If G is a group of permutations of a set X (X = n(v) in what follows), 
then G m is the group which acts on X. m (m copies of X) like G on each 
coordinate, where m is some positive integer. Let Z, Z1, Z 2 c_ V, and 
v E V. Then A(Z, v), B(Z x , Z 2 , v), C(Z 1 , Z 2 , v) are the following three 
conditions. 
A(Z, u): If G is a group of permutations ofn(u) which moves every 
member of v, there is an X ~ eo~ (n(v)) such that IXJ = n(w) for some 
w ~ Z, and for each ~ 6 w(X),  H(X) n G ~ H(~). 
B(Z], Z2, v): If G is a group of permutations of n(v) which moves 
every member of v, there is an X such that 
either X ~ e,~ (n(u)), tXI = n(w) for some w ~ Z 1 , and for each 
6 w(X), H(X) n G ~ H(~), 
orX~ e,~(n(v), m) for some m 6 co, JXI = n(w) for some w ~ Z 2, 
H(X) = G m , and for each ~ ~ w(X), G m ~ H(~). 
C(Z 1 , Z 2 , v): If G is a group of permutations of n(v) which moves 
every member of v, then there is an X ~ e~o (n(v)" m) for some m 6 co, 
such that 
either IXI = n(w) for some w ~ Z1, and for each ~ ~ w(X), 
G m A H(X) ~_ H(~), 
or IXI = n(w) for some w ~ Z2, H(X) = G m , and for each ~ ~ w(X), 
G m ~ H(~). 
These conditions are obviously related to D(n, Z), K(n, Z) and 
L(n, Z), and the precise connection will emerge later. We shall show that 
CZ1 A cO 2 A C~3 "-> C u ~ A(Z1, o), 
Cz1 A C° 2 A C~3 --> C 0"o B(ZI ,Z2 ,O), 
CZ1 A cO 2 A C~3 ~ Co*¢~ C(Z I ,Z  2 U Z3,O). 
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§ 2. Sufficiency results 
Theorem 2.1. A(Z, v) is sufficient for C z ~ C o. 
Proof. Let X be any set. Examining the definition of C o, we see that 
only those members of X with n(v) elements are affected, so we sup- 
pose that ~ ~ X ~ I~ I = n(v). 
For each ~ ~ X, we define successively }i ~ e¢o (~), so that ~0 = ~, 
and for each i 
either H(~i) has a fixed point in v(}), and ~i+ 1 = ~i, 
or H(~i) has no fixed point in v(~), and H(~i+ 1 ) is a proper subgroup 
of H(~i). 
We shall apply C z just a finite number of times, not more than n(v)! 
in fact. 
Suppose then that we have defined ~i for each ~ ~ X. Let 
X i = {~ ~ X: H(~i) has no fixed point in v(~)} . 
Now if f is a 1-1 map from ~ onto n(v), where ~ ~ X i, then f(~i) e 
e w (n(v)). As e¢o (n(v)) has a natural well-ordering, we may let 
F~ = {f: f i sa  1-1 map from ~ onto n(o), and f(~i) is minimal} 
Clearly, i f fa  F~, then f(H(~i)) = H(f(~i)) is a group of permutations 
of n(v) with no fixed points in v, and is independent of the choice o f f  
from F~. 
By A (Z, v), there is an 7? ~ e~o (n(v)) such that I r/I = n(w) for some 
w ~ Z, and such that for each ~" ~ w(r/), H(~) n n( f (~i )  ) ~= n(~). Since 
e¢o (n(v)) and V are naturally well-ordered, we may choose one such 
pair, r/t, w~, say. 
Let Y~ = {arl~ : a ~ S(n(v))}, and let Z~ ~, f - I  y~, where f~ F~. Then 
i f f ,  f '  ~ F~, f ' f  - I  ~ S(n(v)), so f-1 y~ = ( f ) - I  y~, and Zt is independent 
of the choice of f .  Also ~" ~ Z~ ~ I~'1 = n(w~). 
By Cz, there is a choice function g for {w~(~'): ~ ~ Z~, ~ ~ Xi}. For 
each ~ e X i, g~ = g t {w~(D: f ~ Z~ } is a choice function for 
{w~(D: ~ ~ z~ }. 
Let ~i+1 = <~i, g~>, where ordered pairs and choice functions are coded 
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suitably by some member of e~o (~), as was mentioned in the introduc- 
tion. 
Then H(~i+ 1 ) is certainly a subgroup of H(~i). To show that it is a 
proper subgroup it is enough to show that H(~ i) ~ H(g t). 
Now for each ~" ~ wt(vt) ,  we have H(r~ t) n H(f(~i) ) ~_ H(~). Thus in 
particular, H(r/t ) n H(f(~i) ) ~: H( f (g  t) [ w~ (~t) ] ), where f(g~) is the 
image o fg  t under fand  is a choice function for {wt(f(~')): ~" E Zt)  , 
and w~(~7 t ) is in its domain since f-1 (r/t) c Z t . 
Let ~r ~ H(~?t) n H(f(~i) ) - H(f(gt)[wt(rlt)] ). Then o E H(f(~i) )
and o qt H(f(g t )). 
Hence H(f(~i)) ~: H(f(g t)), and so H(~ i) ~: H(g t), as desired. 
Since the H(~ i) are properly decreasing (for fixed ~) whenever H(~ i) 
has no fixed point in v(~), and as IS(~)I = n(v)! =N, we have now estab- 
lished that H(~ N) has a fixed point in v(~), for each ~ E X. 
As before we may let 
F t = {f: f i s  a 1-1 mapping from ~ onto n(v) 
such that f(~N ) is minimal) . 
Let g(~) be the minimal member of v which is the image of a' fixed 
point in v(~) of  H(~ N ) under a member of  F t , and let h(v(~)) = f-1 (g(g)), 
where f ~ F t . 
Clearly, f-1 (g(~)) E f-1 (V) = 0(~), and so we just have to check that 
h(v(~)) is independent of the choice o f f .  
I f f ,  f '  ~ F t, then f ' f  -1 (f~N) =T'~N =f~N, so f ' f  -1 ~ H(f~N). 
Therefore f , f -1 fixes every fixed point of H(f~N ), and f , f - lg(~) = g(~). 
Hence 1~1 (g(~)) = ( f , ) - I  (g(~)), as desired. 
Before continuing with the next theorem, it is convenient to have 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let A and B be disjoint finite sets, and ~ E e ~ (A u B) with 
I~l = k. Let S(B), the group of  permutations orB, be regarded as a sub- 
group of  S(A u B) in the natural way (i.e., as those members o f  S(A uB)  
which fix A pointwise). Then there is an ~ ~ ex+ 5 (B) and a 1 - 1 mapping 
f from ~ onto 7? such that H(~) n S(B) = HOD n S(B), and for each 
x ~ ~, H(x) n S(B) = H(f(x)) n S(B). 
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Proof. Let B be some arrangement of B in a sequence. Then B can be 
regarded as a member of e 2 (B). (A sequence can be identified with the 
set of its non-empty initial segments.) If H is a subgroup of  S(B), let 
X H = {oB: o ~ H}. it is easily checked thatH(XH) n S(B) =H. 
Consider the H(~) n S(B)-orbits of ~. Let them be G0, ---, ~n-1 and 
pick x i ~ ~i for each i. Notice that n <_ k. We now need several copies 
of a given set, so we let (X) ° = X, and (X)/+1 = ( (X)/}.  (This is merely 
a technical device.) 
Let 
r~ = {{{{OXH(~)nH(xi)nS(B)) i, {B}i+2}} k-i.  o ~ H(~) n S(B), i < n) . 
Firstly, OXH(~)AH(xi)nS(B ) E e3(B), as B ~ e2(B), and (B) 2 ~ e3(B). 
Hence 
{{ a XH(O n n(xi) n S(S) ) i ,  (B ) i+ 2 ) ~ el+4 (B) . 
Therefore 
{{{OXH(~) nH(xi) n S(B)} i , {B }i+2 )}k - i  E ek+ 4 (B) , 
and hence 77 E ek+ s (B) as desired. 
By definition of  77, H(~) n S(B) ~ H(rl) n S(B). On the other hand, if 
o77 = r~, where o ~ S(B), then 
O XH(li) n H(xo) n S(B) = "I'XH(~) n H(xo) n S(B) 
for some r ~ H(~) n S(B). (We can recover 0 on the right hand side from 
the number of  brackets.) 
Therefore 
1"-10 E H(~) n H(xo) n S(B) c__ H(~) n S(B) , 
o ~ (r" H(~) n S(B)) = n(~) n S(B) .  
Now we map ~ to 77 by f. 
f(oxi) = (({ox~,(o nH<xp n s(B)} i, (B}i+2}} k - i  , 
where o ~ H(~) n S(B). 
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To check that f is well-defined, 1-1,  and that n(f(oxi))  fq S(B) = 
H(oxi) n S(B ), is straightforward. 
Theorem 2.3 .8(Z1,  Z2, V) is sufficient for CZ1 A C~2 ~ C O . 
Proof. The ideas are very similar to those in Theorem 2.1. 
We define ~i successively as before, with the same properties for each 
6 X, where X is an ordered set of n(v)-element sets. That is, G0 = ~, 
and for each i, 
either H(~ i) has a fixed point in v(~), and ~i+1 = ~i, 
or H(~ i) has no fixed point in v(~), and H(~i+ 1 ) is a proper subgroup 
of H(~i). 
Once this has been done we may find a choice function for 
(v(~): ~ ~ X} as in Theorem 2.1. 
F~ is the set of 1 - 1 maps f from ~ onto n(v) such that f(~i) is mini- 
mal. Make a choice of r?~ and w~ as before• If r/~ E e,o (n(v)), then 
Ir/,o I= n(w~), and w~ ~ Z 1 , the proof as in Theorem 2.1 applies. 
In the other case, ~7~  e,o (n(v)'m~), some m~ 6 co, Iraqi = n(w~) and 
w~ ~ Z 2 . In addition, we have H(r/~) = (H(f(~i))) m~, and for each 
~'E W~(r/~), (n(f(~i))) m~ ~= H(~). We let (F~) m~ be the set of all 1-1 maps 
f from ~" m~ onto n(v)" m~ which send the ]th copy of ~ 1-- 1 onio the 
jth copy of n(v) by f/, say, for each j < m~, and such that each fj is in F~. 
Let Z~ = f-17? , where fE  (F i)m~ Z is independent of the choice of 
• , i m _ , • f f rom (F~) m~, ~ ~ " ¢ for l f f ,  f E (F~) ~, then f/(~i) - f j (~i )  for each/< m~, 
and f]f]- 1 ~ n( f ]  (~i)). Therefore f ,f-1 ~ (H(f/(~i)))m~ =n(rl~ ), and 
f - I  r/~ = ( f , ) - i  r/~. 
Let X i be the set of all members of  X for which this case arises. Then 
(Z~: ~ ~ X i) is an ordered set, and for each ~ ~ X i, IZ~I = n(w~) and 
w~ ~ Z 2 . By co ,  there is a choice function g for (w~(Z~): ~ ~ Xi). 
Thus for eachZ ~ ~ X i, g(w~(Z~)) ~w~(Z~), and so for anyf~ (F~)m~, 
f(g(w~(Z~))) ~ w~(r~). Choose the least member t~ of w~(r~) such that 
for some f ~ (F~)m~, f(g(w~ (Z~))) = t~, and let F~ be the set of  members 
fo f  (F~) m~ such that ffg(w~(Z~)!) = t~. 
Since t~ ~ w~(~), (H(f(~i))) ~ q~ H(Q). Therefore there is a least 
coordinate j such that 
[H(f(~i))] ~ H(t~ ) . 
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By Lemma 2.2, there is a ~ ~ [e,~ (n(v))]] such that 
[H(f(~i))] ] n H(~') = j n H(t~). 
Let ~'~ be the least such ~', and hence 
[H(f(~i))] ] ~ H(~)  . 
Let ~i+1 =(~i, f]-I ~. ) for f E F~. (f] denotes the ]th component of f.) 
As H(~'~) n [H(f(~i))] ] is a proper subgroup of [H(f(~i))] ], 
H((~i, f]-I ~-)) is a proper subgroup of H(~i). So we must just check that 
~i+1 is independent of the choice o f f  from F~. 
If A f '  e then 
f , f  -1 ( t~ ) = f ' f  -1 ( f (g (w ~ (Z~ )))) = f ' (g(w~ (Z~ ))) = tt . 
Hence ( f ' f - t )  i j n and so f]--1 ~ = (f,)j-1 ~-. 
Theorem 2.4. C(Z 1 , Z2, v) is sufficient for Czl ^ C~2 ~ C*. 
Proof. Again the proof  follows the same sort of  pattern. 
Let iX, <) be a well-ordered set of  n(v)-element sets. We may sup- 
pose that any two members of X are disjoint. 
~i is defined as before. Suppose then that ~i, F~, ~ and m~ have all 
been chosen for a particular i. 
If r~ ~ e~o (n(v). m s), Iraqi = n(w~) and w~ ~ Z 2 , we argue just as in 
the proof of Theorem 2.3, except that ~Z~" ~ E Xt)  is now well-ordered 
rather than ordered. 
In the other case, r/~ ~ e~ (n(v)" m~), Ir/~l-- n(w~), w~ E Z 1 and for 
each ~" E w~(r/~), 
(H(f(~i)))m~ n H(rl~) 9~ H(~) . 
For each r/~ eto (n(v). m) (some m ~ w), w ~ Z 1 and H c__ S(n(v)), let 
XO?, w, H) = (~ ~ X: rl~ = rh w~. = w, H(f(~i)) = H, 
eachf~ El} . 
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It is crucial to the argument that we should only need to consider fini- 
tely many non-empty X(~7, w, H). To see this we observe firstly that we 
need only consider finitely many values of m and w since S(n(v)) has 
only finitely many subgroups. To show that for a given m, w and H, 
only finitely many ~ can arise we use Lemma 2.2. r/satisfies the follow- 
ing. rl E e~ (n(v). m), Ir/I = n(w) and for each ~" ~ w(rl), H m n H(rl) g~ 
H(D. 
By Lemma 2.2, there is an r/'E en(w)+5 (n(o)" m) and a 1-1 mapping 
f from 77 onto 7/' such that H07) = H(~') (as A = 0 in this case) and for 
every x ~ 7, H(x) = Hff(x)). An easy induction shows that in fact for 
each x ~ eto (r/), H(x) = H(f(x)), and in particular this holds for each 
x ~ w(r/). In other words, there is an r/' in a fixed finite set, 
en(w) +5(n(o)" m), having the desired properties too. Since every 77 we 
chose is minimal, there are only finitely many of them. 
Now let r/, w, H be fixed, and let X 0 be an m-element subset of 
X(r/, w, H). Let Fi(Xo ) be the set of  all 1-1 mapsf  from LIX 0 onto 
n(v)" m whose restriction fj to the ]th member ~j. of X 0 (in the well- 
ordering of X) maps ~j onto the jth copy of n(v) and lies in F~.. (This is 
why we specified that any two members of X should be disjoint.) Then 
i f fE  Fi(Xo), f - l r l  E e,o(OXo). Let Z(X o) = ( f -1  rt: f ~ Fi(Xo)}. Then 
each member of Z(X o) has 1771 members. 
Using Cz1, we know that there is a choice function f for 
(w(~'): ~" E Z(X0) , X 0 E [X(rl, w, H)] m , (7, w, H) E T), 
where T is the appropriate finite set of triples (rT, w, H) we chose 
above. (We do not actually need the fact that T is finite at this point.) 
Then, for each Xo, gxo = gf {w(~')" ~" ~ Z(Xo)) is a choice func- 
tion for ~w(~'): ~" ~ Z(Xo)). 
Now let f ~ F i (x  o), and ~ be the jth member of X 0. Then 
n(fl.(~i)) = H, and so 
(n(f l .(~i))) m 0 HO1) ~ H(f(gxo(W(f-1 07))))) • 
since f(gxo(W(f -1 (7)))) E w(rl). 
Let 
0 E (n(f1.(~i))) m (3 H(rl) - H(f(gxo(W(f-1 (r/))))) . 
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Then f - l (o )  lies in II{H(~i): ~ ~ X 0) and in H( f - l r / ) .  But if 
f - l (o )  ~ H(gxo), then o ~ H(f(g x )), contrary to the choice of o. 
Therefore I-I{H(~i): ~ ~ X0} ~ Jt~(gx0 ). Hence for some ~ ~ X 0, 
= ~(X 0), say (taking the least in the well-ordering of X) H(~i) ~: 
H(g x o ). 
Let Fi(Xo) be the set of all members of Fi(Xo ) which map gxo to 
a minimal member of e,~(n(v), m), among all possible images. Then if 
f ~ ffi(Xo), and ~(X0) is the ]th member of X o, H(fi(~i)) ~ H(f(gxo)) 
By Lemma 2.2, there is a ~" ~ e w (n(o)) such that 
[H(f(gxo))lj = H(f(gxo)) n S(n(v)" {]}) = H(~). 
Let ~'(X 0) be the minimal such ~" in e,~ (n(v)), and let t(X o) = 
(fj-1 (~(X0)), ~i), where f6  ffi(Xo). As before t(X o) is independent 
of the choice of f, and t(X o) ~ e~ (~(X 0)). Also, 
H(t(X o )) = H(~i) n H( f  -1 (f(X o ))) = H(gxo ) n H(~i) , 
and so H(t(X o)) is a proper subgroup of n(~i). 
Now let X'(r/, w, H) be the set of those members ~ of X(~, w, H) 
such that for some X o ~ [X(~7, w, H)] m , ~ = ~(X0). Then it is clear 
that X(r~, w, H) cannot have more than m-1  members which do not 
lie in X'(~7, w, H). As T is finite, there will only be finitely many 
such for varying rT, w, H. For these we choose ~i+1 arbitrarily, so that 
H(~i+l ) is a proper subgroup of H(~i). This is why we needed T to be 
finite. 
If ~ ~ X'(r/, w, H), let X 0 be the least member of [X(7/, w, H)] m 
in the lexicographic well-ordering of  it such that ~ = ~(X 0). Then let 
~i+1 = t(Xo). 
The proof is now complete as in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. 
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§ 3. Necessity results 
For Theorems 3.2 and 3.9, which are concerned with necessity con- 
ditions connected with A(Z, v) and B(Z 1 , Z 2 , v) respectively, we use 
constructions very much like that of Gauntt in [3]. Theorem 3.2 is the 
more directly like his, and for Theorem 3.9, we use the same idea (of 
adding a generic hoice function), but in addition ensuring that a certain 
collection of subsets of U, the urelemente, can be ordered. 
"Urelemente", or "atoms", are sets which have no members, but 
which are distinct from the empty set. Their existence thus violates the 
axiom of extensionality (and we let FM be the modification of ZF in 
which the axiom of extensionality is altered to allow the existence of 
urelemente). FMC is FM together with the axiom of choice. (ZF, of 
course, is Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory without he axiom of choice; 
FM stands for Fraenkel-Mostowski.) 
Urelemente are very useful for independence proofs about the axiom 
of choice because they are set-theoretically "indistinguishable", and 
hence in particular there can be no definable way of well-ordering them. 
Pincus showed in [ 6 ] that for a wide class of statements ~,a proof of 
the independence of ~0 from FM can be converted into a proof of the 
independence of ~ from ZF. The statements we are concerned with in 
fact come into this category. If, however, one wishes to prove the results 
directly, one can replace U, the set of urelemente, by a set of sets of 
generic reals, as remarked by Gauntt in [3]. 
In view of this discussion, we feel justified in using urelemente freely, 
as they considerably simplify matters. Let ~ be a countable transitive 
model of FMC containing an infinite set U of urelemente. The following 
lemma is the heart of Theorems 3.2 and 3.9, and corresponds to Gauntt's 
Lemma 5 in [31. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A and B be disjoint finite subsets of  U, Z c__ V and 
v ~ V be such that IBI = n(v). Suppose that G is a group of  permutations 
of  B which moves every member of  u(B) and such that for any X ~ e ~ (B) 
with IX[ = n(w), where w ~ Z, there is a ~ ~ w(X) such that H(X) n G c 
H(~). For any set Y, let Tz (Y  ) be the set of  n(w)-element subsets of  the 
set of  all pairs of  the form (7, i), where ~ is a finite set of  1 - 1 sequences 
of  members of  Y and i ~ co for w ~ Z Then any choice function f for 
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{w(~): ~ ~ Z z (Z), I~1 = n(w) } can be extended to a choice function g 
for {w(~): ~E Tz(A u B), I~1 = n(w)} such that G C_ H(g), where H is 
defined with respect o S(B), the group o f  permutations orB  (which 
fixes A and w pointwise). 
Proof. We are given that if X ~ e,o (B), where IXI = n(w) for some 
w c Z, then there is a ~ 6 w(X) such that H(X) n G ~ H(~). By Lemma 
2.2, the same holds for any member X of  e~ (A u B u w) since H is de- 
fined with respect o S(B). For each X, let ~ = ~(X) be the least such in 
some fixed well-ordering of e~ (A u B u w). 
LetD be the set of G-orbits of Tz(A u B) -Tz (A) ,  and for each 
d E D let h(d) be the least member of d. 
I fX~ Tz(A  t_) B), ISl = n(w) and w ~ Z, then we def ineg(w(X))  in 
the following way. If X E T z (A ), then g(w(X))  = f (w(X) ) .  Otherwise; 
X = oh(d) for some (unique) d E D and some (not necessarily unique) 
o E G. Let g(w(X))  = o~(h(d)). 
g is well-defined since if oh(d) = rh(d), where o, r E G, then 
r - l o  E G n H(h(d)) c__ H(~(h(d))). 
Secondly, g is a choice function for {w(~): ~ E Tz(A u B), I~1 =n(w)} 
since g(w(X))  ~ ow(h(d))  = w(crh(d)) = w(X).  
Finally, G c__ H(g) by definition of g. 
Theorem 3.2. A(Z, v) is necessary for the implication C z A C °, --, C o. 
Proof. We add to 9.~ a generic choice function F as follows. A condition 
p is a choice function for a subset of {w(~): ~ ~ Tz(U),  w ~ Z, [~l=n(w)} 
which involves only finitely many members of U. For the definition of 
T z (U) see the statement of Lemma 3.1. P is the set of all conditions, 
partially ordered by inclusion. ~ is an ~-generic filter on P, whose ex- 
istence is guaranteed by the countability of ~ ,  and F = U~ is a generic 
choice function for (w(~): ~ E Tz(U)  , w E Z, I~1 = n(w)}. 
For this approach to forcing the reader is referred to Shoenfield's 
paper [81. 
92 is the submodel of ~ [ ~ ] consisting of all its members which are 
hereditarily ordinal definable over U u {F}. 
That is, ~ ~ 92 !~ ~ c__. 92 and ~ ~ ~ [ ~ ], and for some formula ~o in- 
volving ordinals and F as parameters, and for some ul ,  u2, ..., u n E U, 
= {r/: ~0(r/, u I .... , Un)}, (or ~ U) .  
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Now the class ~ of formulae with ordinals and F as parameters can 
be well-ordered inside 9/. We fix a well-ordering for it. Let It-- denote 
the weak forcing relation, and if p is a condition and A c_ U, then PA is 
the part of p involving only members o fA .  The following lemma, Lem 
ma 3.3, is standard, and Lemma 3.4 is an adaptation of [3, Lemma 4]  
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that ~ ~ cb, and p I~ ¢(u 1, "", Un)" 
Then PA I~- ~u 1 .. . . .  Un), whereA= (u 1 , ..., Un). 
I.emma 3.4. Let  X ~ ffl , and suppose that X is (F)-ordinal  definable 
over each o f  A and B, where A and B are f inite subsets o f  U. Then X is 
(F)-ordinal  definable over A n B. 
Proof. Suppose that A g~ B and let u ~ A - B. We show that X is (F)-  
ordinal definable over A - (u).  A simple induction (treating similarly 
the case when B g A) gives the result as stated. 
Let 
I 
X = {x: ~0(x, u,  U l ,  ..., Un)} = {x" t~(x, U l ,  ..., urn)}  , 
t B 
where ~o, q~ E ~, and A = (u, Ul, ..., Un}, B = {Ul ,  ..., u m ).  
Let p in ~ force 
(1) t I VX(X E X +r ~(x ,  u,  U l ,  ..., Un) ~ ~(x ,  U l ,  ..., u m ) ) .  
Then the statement PA C__ F holds in 9~, and as it only involves mem- 
bers of A it may be written in the form O(u, u 1 , ..., un), where 0 ~ q~. 
Let X(X, x 1 , ..., Xn) be the following formula: 
(3y  E U) (y  4= X 1 A . . .A y --/: X n ^ O(y ,  Xl  , . . . ,Xn) 
A ¢ (x ,y ,  X l ,  ..., Xn) ) . 
We shall show that X = (x: X(X, u I , ..., Un)), and thus that X is (F )  
ordinal definable over A -  (u). This is all that is required. 
Firstly, i fx  ~ X, there is a y, namely u, such that 
y 4: u 1 A . . .A  y~ U n A O(y, Ul , . . . ,Un)  A~O(x,y ,Ul  , . . . ,Un) . 
Therefore X ~ (x: X(X, Ul, ..., Un)}. 
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Conversely, we suppose that X(X, u 1 .... , u n ), where x q~ X, and de- 
rive a contradiction. 
This means that X(X, u 1 .... , u n)  and 7~x,  u, U l ,  ..., Un). By defini- 
tion of X, there is ay  ~ Unot  equal to any u i such that O(y, u 1 . . . .  , Un) 
and ~o(x, y ,  u 1 . . . . .  u n ). 
Clearly, y 4= u since ~o(x, y ,  Ul , ..., u n)  and q~x,  u, u 1 . . . .  , Un),  and 
we also have ~(Vx)(~o(x, y,  u l  , ..., Un) ~+ ~o(x, u, u 1 . . . . .  Un)) .  As this 
holds in 92 it is forced by some q ~ ~.  By Lemma 3.3, 
(2) qA u{y}I[--~(VX)(~O(X, y, U 1 . . . .  , Un) +~ ~O(X, U, Ul , ..., Un) ) . 
I f y  ~ B, le ty '  ~ U-(A  u B), and let o be the permutation of U 
which interchanges y and y'  and fixes everything else. 
If y q~ B, let o be the identity. 
t 
By (1), PAuB I}- (¥X)(~0(X, U, U 1 . . . . .  U n)  ~ qJ(x, U' 1 , ..., U m )). By the 
usual permutational rguments (for details see [8] ), 
(3) P OPAuB 1[- (VX)(~O(X, U, U 1 . . . . .  Un) "a" ~)(X, OUl,  ..., OUm))  . 
Then neither y nor u is equal to any ou~, and so if r is the permuta- 
tion of U which just interchanges y and u, We have 
(4) t roOAuB IF- (Vx) (~x,  y ,  u 1 . . . .  , u n)  ~ ~b(x, ou '  1, ..., pure) ) .  
Suppose we show that qAu{y} U OPAuB U rOPAuB is a condition. Then 
it forces (2), (3) and (4), giving the required contradiction. 
It is therefore nough to show that qAu(yt, aPauB,  and raOauB are 
pairwise compatible. 
Now opAuB does not involve y, and rapA uB does not involve u. 
Hence if Y~ domain opnuB n domain rapAuB, then Y involves neithel 
y nor u, so is fixed by r. Thus opnuB and ropAuB are compatible. 
Secondly, let Y ~ domain qAu~y} (3 domain OpAuB. y is not involved 
in aOauB, and so Y ~ domain qa • But o fixes A pointwise, and so fixes 
PA" Therefore qA (Y) = F(Y) = (OPAuB) (Y ) .  Thus  qAto{y} and apAuB 
are compatible. 
Finally, let Y ~ domain qau{y} n domain roPau  B . As u is not in- 
volved in rOpau B ,  Y~ domain qA' n domain top  a , where A' = 
(.4- {u})u {y}. 
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Now O(y, Ul,. . .  , Un) holds, and so top  A c__ F (since rapA is the re- 
sult of substituting y for u in PA )" Since F is a function, this gives 
qA,(Y) = ('l"apA)(Y). Hence qAu~y} and rOpAu8 are compatible. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
By Lemma 3.4, for each X ~ 92 , there is a unique minimal finite 
A c_ U such that X is (F}-ordinal definable over A. Let this A be s(X) 
("support" of X), and let ~o x be the least formula ~o in ~ which defines 
X from parameters in A. s'(X) is the set of all arrangements (i.e. orde- 
rings) (u 1 , ..., u n) of A such that X = (x: ~Ox(X, u 1 , ..., Un) }. One checks 
in the usual way that the mappings , s' and the map which takes X to 
~0 x are all in 92 (i.e., are definable classes). Let this last map be denoted 
by I2. 
Now let X be any set in 92 . We show that {w(~): w 6 Z, ~ ~ X, 
I~l = n(w)) has a choice function in 92 . 
For ~ 6 X, let f l  (~) = {(A, i) : for some 7? ~ ~, s'(r/) = A, and ~0,7 is the 
i th formula ~0 in ~ such that for some r/1 c ~, ~0 = ~0,71 and s'(r~ 1 ) = A }. 
For r/6 ~ ~ X, let f2(r/) = (s'(r~), i), where ~o,~ is the i th formula ~o in q5 
such that for some r/1 6 ~, ~o = ~0,71 and s'(r/1 ) = s'(r/). 
Then f l  (~) = f~'~, and this has t~1 members. Also s'(r/) is a finite set 
of 1-1 sequences of  members of U, and so if I~1 = n(w), where w ~ Z, 
then f l  (~) ~ Tz(U). 
We therefore let g(w(~)) = f~ l  (F(W(f l  (~)))) whenever I~1 = n(w) and 
w ~ Z. Theng is a choice function for {w(~): w ~ Z, ~ ~ X, I~1 = n(w)). 
Also g ~ 92 since it is defined in terms ofs',  ~2 and (~, <) .  
This shows that C z holds in 92 . Now we show that C °, holds for any 
Z'. We remark that this is implied by the following much stronger state- 
ment: Any ordered union of orderable sets can be well-ordered (since 
any finite set is orderable). In ZF this statement implies AC, as is shown 
by Rubin and Rubin in [7, p. 77],  and so we should replace it by "any 
ordered union of  orderable sets can be ordered", which is still clearly 
strong enough to prove co,. 
Lemma 3.5. Any ordered partition o f  U in 92 is finite. 
We omit the proof  of this. See [9, Theorem 5(iv)] where the same 
thing is proved in a very similar situation. (IUI ~ A 2 in the notation used 
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there.) In fact, the model used here is a submodel of the one discussed 
there. 
Lemma 3.6. (i) l f  X is a set such that any ordered partition o f  X is finite, 
then any ordered subset o f  e(X) is finite. 
(ii) l f  any ordered subset o f  e(X) is finite, then any ordered subset o f  
e 2 (X) is finite. 
Proof. (i) This is proved in [9, Theorem 4]. 
(ii) Let Y be an ordered subset of e2(X), and let Y' = {Urn: 7/~ Y}. 
For each 77' ~ Y', if 77 ~ Y satisfies U~/= ~', then 7/c P(r/'), so there are 
only finitely many such. As Y is ordered, an ordering of  Y' is thereby 
induced. As Y' ~ e I (X) = e(X), Y' is finite. Hence also Y is finite. 
Lemma 3.7. I f  the set X in 92 can be ordered, then it can be well-ordered 
Proof. Using the functions ' and I2, we may regard X as a set of pairs 
<~, a), where ~ is a finite set of  1-1 sequences of members of U, and 
is an ordinal. A sequence of members of  U can be regarded as a member 
of e2(U) (when coded by the set of its non-empty initial segments), and 
so ~ ea(U). Thus X c-- e3(U). 
Let Y be the set of first coordinates of members of X. Then as X can 
be ordered, so can Y. Since Y c___ ea(U), Lemma 3.5 and 3.6 show that 
Y is finite. Therefore X can be well-ordered. 
I.emma 3.8. In 92, a well-ordered union o f  well-orderable sets can be 
well-ordered. 
Proof. Let X be well-orderable in 92. Then for some finite A c_C_ U, 
(X, < ) is (F}-ordinal definable over A, where < well-orders X. If ~ ~_ X, 
is thus (F}-ordinal definable over A too. Hence s(~) c_ A. Therefore 
U {s(~): ~ E X} is finite. Now let X be a well-ordered set of well-order- 
able sets. For each ~ ~ X, t(~) =U {s(r/): r/~ ~} is finite, and {t(~): ~X} 
can be well-ordered. By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, its union is finite. Hence 
U{s(~): r/~ tAX} is finite, and so UX can be well-ordered in 92. 
Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 clearly show that any ordered union of  orderable 
sets can be well-ordered, as desired. 
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To complete the proof of Theorem 3.2, we show that if A(Z, v) is 
false, then C O fails in 92. In fact, we show that if U 1 is an infinite sub- 
set of Uin 92, then {o(~): ~ ~ [U 1 ] n(o)} has no choice function in 92. 
For suppose that f is such a choice function, and let A be the set of 
members of U occurring in p, s(f) and s(U 1 ), where p is a condition 
forcing " f  is a choice function for {v(~): ~ ~ [U] ] n(o)},,. Let B c U1 _ A, 
and IBI = n(o), using U] infinite and A finite. Let ql be a choice func- 
tion for {w(~): ~ E Tz(A),  I~1 = n(w)} extending 13. 
Since A(Z, o) fails, there is a group G of permutations of B which 
moves every member of o(B), and such that for any X E eto (B) with 
IXI = n(w), where w E Z, there is a ~ E w(X) such that H(X) n G c_ H(~). 
By Lemma 3.1, there is an extension q o fq l  to {w(~): ~ E Tz(AUB) ,  
I~l = n(w)} such that G c__ H(q). Hence for each x E o(B), there is a per- 
mutation of A u B fixing A u w pointwise, fixing q, and moving x. 
As q >- 13, q IF- " f i s  a choice function for (v(~): ~ E [U 1 ] n(u)},,. As 
v(B) ~ domain f, we must have r tF- f(v(B)) = x for some x ~ o(B) and 
r > q. Let C be the set of all members of U - (A u B) involved in r. By 
choice of q, there is a permutation a o fA u B fixing A pointwise, fixing 
q, and moving x. Extend o to U, so that a"C is disjoint from C. Then 
clearly r and or are compatible. 
Therefore r IF-f(v(B)) = x and or I~ f(v(B)) = ox. This, together 
with r > q, q iF- " f i s  a function", and r, or compatible, gives a contra- 
diction, and proves the theorem. Notice that it is only at this last point 
that we need infinite conditions. Everywhere lse finite ones would do. 
Theorem 3.9. B(Z1, Z2, o) is necessary for the implication 
^ c°  2 ^ 3 c o • 
Proof. The proof will parallel the proof of Theorem 3.2 in many ways, 
but at several stages will be rather more complicated. Suppose then that 
B(Z1, Z2, o) fails. 
We let ~ and U be as before, except that now we suppose in addition 
that U is countable in ~.  Thus if Q is the set of rational numbers, we 
may index Uby  Qx  N, where N = n(u). Thus we let U = {Uqi: q E Q, 
i~N}.  
Let Uq = {Uqi: i~N} for each q, and let U' = {Uq: q~ Q}. U're- 
ceives the ordering of Q. We let Uq = (Uqo, ..., UqN_ 1). Since B(Z1, Z2, u) 
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fails, there is a group G of permutations of N which moves every mem- 
ber of o, and such that for every X ~ e,o (N), if IXI = n(w), where 
w ~ Z1, then there is a ~ ~ w(X)  such that H(X) n G c H(~), and for 
every X ~ e~o (N. m), any m ~ w, if IXI = n(w), where w ~ Z2, and 
H(X) = G m , then there is a ~ ~ w(X)  such that G m c H(~). 
If o ~ G and q ~ Q, then Oq is the permutation of U leaving every U r 
pointwise fixed for r #: q, and given by oq uqi = Uq(aO on Uq. If o is an 
order-preserving permutation of Q, we define the action of o on U by 
ouqi = u(,q)i, and observe that o preserves (U', < ) and all the second sub- 
scripts. 
Let U(q, G) = (oqUq: o6  G} and U 6 = {U(q, G): q~ Q). Then in 
fact the permutation on U induced by any order-preserving permutation 
of Q preserves UG . 
As before, F i s  a generic choice function for {w(~): ~ ~ TZl(U), I~1 = 
n(w)) ,  and 91 is the submodel of ~ [F] consisting of all members of 
[F] hereditarily ordinal definable over {F, (U', < ), U G } u U. 
This time • is the class of formulae involving ordinals, F, ( U', < ), and 
U o as parameters. ~ can be well-ordered in 91. The following lemma 
uses a combinatioh of the methods of Lemma 3.4 and a lemma of  Mos- 
towski (see [4, p. 239] ). 
I.emma 3.10. Let X E 9l, and suppose that X is (F, (U', <), U6}-ordi- 
nal definable over each o f  A and B, where A and B are finite unions o f  
members o f  U'. Then X is {F, ( U', < ), U 6 )-ordinal definable over A n B 
Proof. LetA  '=  (q: Uq C--A), B '= {q: Uq C--B), and suppose that 
A' g B'. Let q ~ A' - B'. We show that X is {F, ( U', < ), U G )-ordinal 
definable over A - Uq, and then use induction as before. 
Le tX  = (x: ~o(x, Uq, Ul, ..., Un))  = {X: ~(X ,  B)), where ~o, ~ ~ @, 
{u I .... , u n) = A - Uq and B is an arrangement of B in a sequence. 
P I Let O(x o , ..., XN_ 1 , x I , ..., x n ) be a formula such that PA c F is 
equivalent to 0(Uq, u I .... , Un), where 0 ~ ~, P,4 is the set of all mem- 
bers of  p involving just members of A, and p is some condition in 
such that 
(5) p I[-- (YX) (X  E X ~" ~o(X, Uq,  Ul ,  ..., Un) ,a, ill(x ' B ) ) .  
We let X(X, X 1 , .. . ,  X n ) be the following formula: 
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(3y  E U ' ) (3Zo ,  . . . ,ZN_ I ) (VY l ,  " " ,Yn  E U ' ) [y  = {Zo, . . . ,ZN_ 1} 
A (Z0, ..., ZN_I  )E  UU a ^ (x 1 EY  1 ^ . . .AX  n EY  n 
[YR lY  1 ^  YR2Y  2 ^  ... ^  YRnY  n 
A O(Z 0 . . . . .  ZN_ I ,  X1,  ..., X n)  
A ~O(X, Z 0 . . . .  , ZN_ 1 , X 1 , ..., Xn)]  ) l  , 
where each R i is either < or >,  and is given as follows. Let  u i ~ Uqi e U' 
(The qi are then unique.)  R i is < i fq  < qi, and R i is > i fq  > qi- 
Again we prove that X = {x: X(X, u I . . . .  , u n ) }, and this will show 
that X is {F, < U', < >, U c }-ordinal definable over A - Uq as desired. 
I fx  ~ X, then ~o(x, Uq,  u 1 , ..., Un). So we let y = Uq and z i = Uqi. 
Since O(Uq, u I , ..., Un), we have O(z o , ..., Zu_  1 , u 1 . . . .  , Un). Also we 
must have Yi = Uq i, and so YR iY  i for each i, as desired. Finally, 
<z 0 , ..., Z~v_l > = Uq a UU c . Therefore X c_ {x: X(x, u I , ..., Un)}.  
Secondly,  we suppose that X(X, u 1 , ..., Un ) and x q~ X. Then 
7~x,  Uq,  u 1 , ..., u n ) holds. B'y def init ion o f  X, there is ay  ~ U', and 
Zo, ..., ZN_ 1 E y such that y = {z 0 , ..., Z~v_l}, <z o , ..., Zu_  1 > ~ OU c , and 
O(Zo, ..., ZN_ I ,  Ul , ..., Un) A ~O(X, ZO, ..., ZN_ I ,  U 1 . . . .  , Un). 
Also YR lY  1 A ... ^ YRnY n shows that i fy  = U r and u i E Uqi for each i, 
then r is in the same interval of  Q as q determined by the qi. In partic- 
ular, r ¢ A' - (q }. 
Let o be an order-preserving permutat ion  of  Q which fixes A '  point- 
wise, and such that r is in the same interval o f (A '  - {q}) u o"B '  as q. 
We may also suppose that B' n o"B'C_ A ' .  
Let r be an order-preserving permutat ion  o f  Q which fixes (A' - {q}) 
u o"B '  pointwise, and maps q to r. The action o f  o and r is then in- 
duced on U, and preserves <U', <> and Ua.  Using (5) and the appropri-  
ate analogue of  Lemma 3.3, we have 
(6) OPAuS II- (Vx) (~x,  Uq, u 1 . . . . .  Un) ~ ~tX, oB) ) ,  
(7)  roPAuS 1[-- (Vx) (g~x,  Ur, u 1 . . . . .  Un) ~ l~(x, oB)  . 
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Now as (z o , . . . ,  ZN_ 1 ) E MUG,  there is a p ~ G such that 
(Z  0 , . . . ,  ZN_  1 ) = PrUr • 
Thus we have 
(8) PrrOP.4uB It-- (¥X)(~O(X,Z 0 ....  ,ZN_ I ,  U 1 . . . .  , u n) ~ ~(x ,  oB)).  
Since 7~x,  Uq, Ul, ..., u n ) and ~(x, z0, ..., ZN_ l ,  Ul ,  . . . ,  Un)  hold ir~ 92, 
there is a condition q in ~ such that 
q II-- -1 (Vx)(~O(x, Uq, u 1,. . . ,  u n ) ~ ~x,  Zo, . . . ,  ZN_ 1, U l . . . .  ' Un )), 
and by the analogue of Lemma 3.3, 
(9) qAu U, l t-- -1 (Vx)( tp(x,  Uq, u 1 ....  , Un ) 
** ¢(x, z 0 .... ,ZN-1, Ul, ..., Un)) • 
The proof that OpAuB,  P r rOPAuB,  and qAuU r are  compatible is pre- 
cisely as in the proof  of Theorem 3.2. Thus by (6), (8) and (9), 
OPAuB U PrTOPAuB U qAuu r forces a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1 0. 
Thus for each X ~ ~,  there is a unique minimal finite A c_ U such 
that A is a union of members of  U', and X is (F, ( U', <), U 6 }-ordinal 
definable over A. Let this A be s(X) ,  and ~o x , s~(X), ~ be as before. 
One shows that Cz 1 holds in 92 exactly as in the proof  of Theorem 
3.2. Next we show that C° 2 holds in 92. 
Let (X, < ) be an ordered set in 92. Let A be the support of (X, < ). 
It is easily seen that if a permutation o of U fixes ( U', <), U a and every 
member of the support of a set Y, then o fixes Y too. 
Thus if a is a permutation of U fixing ( U', < ), U 6 and A pointwise, 
it fixes (X, < ) too. Let us suppose in addition that o has finite order, m 
say. 
If ~ ~ X and o ~ 4= ~, then as aX = X, o ~ ~ X, so ~ < ¢r ~ or ~ > o ~. 
Since o fixes <, 
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f<  o f< < ...< o" f = f 
f>  o f> o2f> ...> ora l=f ,  
each of them impossible. Hence o fixes X pointwise. 
LetB = s(f) - A, where f ~ X, and Ill = n(w) for some w ~ Z 2 . Let 
IB I = N" m and let F~ be the set of all 1 - 1 mappings f from B onto 
N*m which take the ]th member o fB '  = {Uq ~ U': Uq c_ B) in the or- 
dering of U' 1-1 onto the/th copy of N, and moreover such that for 
every component f /o f  this form, f /maps  some member of U(q/, G) to 
the ]th copy of (0, 1 .... , N , -  1 > (where Uq; is the/-th member of B'). 
F~ is then in 92, and if f, f E ' ~ F~, then f f -1  E G m . (This is the reason 
for the somewhat elaborate definition of F~.) G m acts on N.  m of 
course, and for eachf~ F~, we get the induced action on B. By the 
discussion above, any such induced permutation fixes f. Hence if 
f~  F~, then H(f( f ) )  = G m . Moreover, f ( f )  is independent of the choic~ 
o f f  from F~. By the choice of G, there is an r/E w(f( f ) )  such that 
H(rl) D G m " 
Choose the least such r~, r/~ say, in e~o (N" m). Let g(w(f)) = f - l  (rl~) 
fo r fE  F~. 
If f and f '  are in F~, then f ' f  -1 E G m as we saw above, and so 
f , f -1  r~ = r~. Thus g(w(f)) is independent of the choice o f f  from F~. 
But clearly g(w(f)) E f -1  (w(f( f)))  = w(f). Hence g is the desired 
choice function, and C° 2 holds_in 92. 
To show that C~3 holds it is clearly enough to show that any well- 
ordered union of well-orderable sets can be well-ordered. The proof of 
this is the same as in Theorem 3.2 (see Lemma 3.8). 
Finally, we show that C o fails. (U', < ) is in 92, and it is an ordered 
set of n(v)-element sets. Suppose that f~  92 is a choice function for 
{o(f): f E U'}, and let A be the set of members of U occurring in 0 or 
s(f), where p is a condition forcing " f  is a choice function for 
(v(D: f U'}". 
Let B E U', B n A = 0, and let ql be a choice function for 
{w(f): f E Tzl(A),  Ill = n(w)} extending p. Byour  assumption on G, 
its action G 8 on B satisfies the following. G B moves every member of 
v(B), and for every X ~ e¢o (B) with IXI = n(w) for some w E Z1, there 
is a f ~ w(X) such that H(X) n G c__ H(f). By Lemma 3. l, therefore 
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there is an extension q o fq l  to (w(~): ~ E Tz I (A  o B), I~1 = n(w)} 
such that for each x ~ o(B), there is a permutation o fA  u B fixing A 
pointwise, q, and U G (since it lies in G), and moving x. This yields a 
contradiction as before. 
In fact, as in Theorem 3.2 this argument shows that no infinite sub- 
set of {v(~): ~ ~ U'} has a choice function. 
Theorem 3.11. C(Z1, Z2 , v) is necessary for  the implication 
Czl ^ c°  2 -" c*. 
Froof. Suppose that C(Zl, Z2, o) fails. Then there is a group G of per- 
mutations o fN  = n(v) which moves every member of v, and such that 
whenever X E e,o (N- m) for some m ~ w, if IXl = n(w), where w ~ Z 1 , 
then there is a ~ 6 w(X)  such that G m N H(X)  c_ H(~), and if IXl = n(w), 
where w ~ Z 2 and H(X)  = G m , then there is a ~ ~ w(X)  such that 
G m c_ H(~). 
This time we shall not use forcing, so there is no need to make the 
assumption that ~ is countable. We do wish U to be countable, how- 
ever, and we index it by co × N. Thus 
U= (Uij: iE  w,  jEN}.  
For each i, U i = {uij: j c N}, and U '= (Ui: i ~ co}. U' receives the 
well-ordering < induced by that of co. 
U i is (Uio .... ,/tiN_l), and if o ~ G, o i is the permutation of U which 
acts on U i like o, and is the identity elsewhere. U(i, G) = (oiUi: o E G},  
and U a = {U(i, G): i E co}. 
92 is the submodel of  ~ consisting of all members of 9.~ hereditarily 
ordinal definable over {( U', < ), U6 } u U. q~ is the class of all formulae 
involving (U', <), U 6 and ordinals as parameters. 
For each X ~ 92 , M(X)  is the least M ~ co such that X is {( U', < ), U G } 
ordinal definable over I,I {Ui: i < M}.  
Now let X be any set of 92. We must show that (w(~): ~ 6 X, I~1 = 
n(w),  w ~ Z 1 } has a choice function in 92. Let M(X)  = M. Then any 
permutation of U fixing (U', <), U c and I.I {Ui: i < M} pointwise fixes 
X too. Let ~ E X, I~1 = n(w),  where w ~ Z1, and let m = M((~, X)) -M.  
Thus each permutation of U which fixes LI {Ui: i < M, i >__ M((~, X))} 
pointwise, and acts on each U i like a member of G, fixes X. 
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Let us suppose for the moment hat X c_ Tz 1 (U). Let F t be the set 
of all 1-1 mappings f from B = tJ (Ui: M <_ i < M((~, X))) onto N" m 
which take UM+ j 1-1 onto the j  th copy of N, and such that eachf  i = 
f~ UM+ i maps some member of U(M + ], G) to the/th copy of 
(0, 1, . . . ,N -  1). F t ~ 92 of course, and i f f ,  f '  ~ F~, thenf ' f  -1 ~ G m . 
G m acts on N'm and for each f6  F t, we get the induced action of 
G m on IJ {Ui: M <_ i < M((~, X))). By the above remarks, each such in- 
duced permutation fixes X. Let F t be the set of all f in F t such that 
f(~) is minimal. Thus fo r f~ Ft,  f(~) is constant. By the choice of G, 
there is a least r/= ~/t 6 w(f(~)) such that G m n H(f(~)) c_ H(rl). 
Let g(w(~)) = f-1 ~?t for f~  F t. Then g(w(~)) ~ w(~), and we just 
have to check that g(w(~)) is independent of the choice o f f  from F t. 
If f, f '  ~ Ft,  then f , f -1  ~ G m f) H(f(~)). By the choice of 77 t, 
G m N H(f(~)) c__ H(~t), and sof ' f - l r~ t = ~t as desired. 
Thus whenever X c Tz 1 (U), {w(~): ~ ~ X, w ~ Z1, I~1 = n(w)) has a 
choice function. But this induces a similar choice function correspond- 
ing to an arbitrary X by the argument used in Theorem 3.2. Hence CZl 
holds in 92. 
The proof that C° 2 holds in 92 is just as for the similar proof in 
Theorem 3.9. 
It remains to be shown that C* fails in 92. Suppose that f is a choice 
function for {v(~): ~ ~ U'}. Then i fM = M(f),  any permutation of U 
which fixes ( U', <), U 6 and I.I {ui: i < M) pointwise also fixes f. But 
this is contrary to the choice of G. As before, this shows in fact that no 
infinite subset of (v(~): ~ ~ U') has a choice function. 
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§ 4. Effectiveness of the conditions and some special cases 
We firstly summarize the results of the theorems of Section 2 and 
Section 3 in the following way. 
Theorem 4.1. (i) Cz1 ^  C° 2 A C~3 ~ C U i f andon ly  i fA (Z l ,  v). 
u , _~ 0 if  and only i f  B(Z1, Z2, 0). (/i) Cz1 A CZ2 A CZ3 C ° 
(iii) Cz1 A C~2 A C~3 --, C* i f  and only i f  C(Z1, Z 2 u Z3, o). 
Proof. (i) If Czl A C° 2 A C~3 -~ Co, then by Theorem 3.2, and the ob- 
vious fact that C° 3 -~ C~3, we have Czl A cO 2 u Z 3 ~ Co and so A(Z1, o) 
must hold. 
Conversely, if A(Z1, o) holds, Czl ~ C o by Theorem 2.1, and so 
Cz1 A cO 2 A C~3 ~ C o. 
(ii) follows from Theorems 2.3 and 3.9 in a similar way, and (iii) 
from Theorems 2.4 and 3.11. 
Lemma 4.2. A(Z, v) holds i f  and only i f  there is a finite Z' c_ Z such 
that A(Z', v). Similarly for B(Z1, Z2, o) and C(Z1, Z2, o). 
Proof. If there is a finite Z' c__ Z such that A(Z', o) holds, then clearly 
A(Z, o) holds. Conversely, suppose that A(Z, v) holds. For each group 
G of permutations of n(o) which moves every member of u, choose a 
w ~ Z such that for some X ~ eto (n(o)) with IXI = n(w), we have 
H(X) n G ~ H(~) for each ~ ~ w(X). Let Z' be the set of all w chosen 
in this way. As S(n(o)) has only finitely many subgroups, Z' is finite. 
Clearly A(Z', o) holds. 
Similarly for B(Z1, Z2, o) and C(Z1, Z2, o). 
Theorem 4.3. (i) Czl A cO 2 A C~3 -* C o i f  and only i f  for some finite 
Z c__ Z1 ' Cz -~ Co . 
(ii) C z A C ° A C~ -~ C o i f  and only i f  for some finite Z] c_ Z1 and 
zl  z: Cz;  2c°, co. v 
(i/i) Czl A cO 2 A C~3 ~ Cu* i f  and only i f  for some finite Z' t c_ Zt  and 
Z' 2 c__ Z2 u Zs,  Cz, 1 A C~ -* C*. 
Lemma 4.4. I f  Z, Z 1, Z 2 are finite, then A(Z, o), B(Z 1 , Z 2, v)and 
C(Z 1 , Z 2, o)are effectively verifiable. 
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Proof. We use Lemma 2.2. Firstly consider A(Z, o). We may restrict 
our search for an appropriate X to ek+ 5 (n(v)), where k = max{n(w): 
w ~ Z),  and so there is a finite procedure for determining the validity 
of A(Z, v). 
A similar method suffices for B(Z1, Z2, o) with the additional remark 
that we may also restrict our search to eto (n(v). m) for m a fixed posi- 
tive integer (depending on Z 2). We omit a detailed proof of this but in- 
dicate what is involved. Given an arbitrary X ~ e,o (n(v). m), where 
IXl = n(w) and w E Z2, such that H(X) = G m and for each ~ ~ w(X), 
G m c_ H(~), one constructs uch an X in e~ (n(v). N), where N = Iw(S)l 
(N is independent of X of course.) For G m ~ H(~) if and only if for 
some coordinate ], G/~ H(~), and so for each ~ ~ w(X), one needs just 
one coordinate to satisfy G /~ H(~), and hence at most Iw(X)L in all. 
The same method applies to C(Z1, Z2, v). 
Corollary 4.5. There is an effective procedure for determining the valid- 
ity of each of Cz1 ^ C° 2 A C~3 --* Co, C O , C* when the Z i are finite. 
As we remarked earlier, the C n are a particular case of the Co, and 
so we are able to deduce various results about the C n . The following 
strengthens Gauntt's result of [ 1 ] that the axiom of choice for well-or- 
dered sets of finite sets (C*_ ~0}) does not imply any C n for n > 1. 
Corollary 4.6. (i) The axiom of choice for ordered sets of finite sets 
C° {0) does not imply any C n with n > 1. 
(ii) The axiom of choice for well-ordered sets of finite sets C*(0  ) 
does not imply any C O with n > 1. 
Proof.. (i) By Theorem 4.1 (i), Cw_{o }°  -~ C n if and only if A(0, n). But 
clearly if n > 1, A(0, n) fails. 
(ii) By Theorem 4.1(ii), C* (o  } -~ C ° if and only if B(0, 0, n), and 
again this fails when n > 1. 
Corollary 4.7. (i) C ° -* C* ~ C* --* C* ~* C ° ~ C O . 
(ii) C z -~ C O "~, C z -~ C o. 
(These are two of  the results mentioned in the introduction.) 
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Proo£ (i) By_Theorem 4.1 (ii) and (iii), 
c ° -~ c*  ~, c(¢, z, v), 
c ° - ,  c*  ,-  c(~, z,  v), 
c ° -~ c ° ,~ s(¢, z,  v)  
But B(O, Z, v) "~ C(0, Z, v), so all three are equivalent. 
(ii) C z -, C ° ,~ B(Z, ¢, v), 
Cz -~ co ,* A(Z, v). 
We just observe therefore that A(Z, v) "~ B(Z, 0, v). 
Various other similar interconnections follow, for example, Gauntt's 
result of  [ 1 ] that C~ ~ C* implies C z ~ C o, but we do not bother to 
list them all. 
We conjecture that if whenever ~ ~ e~ (X), I~1 = n(w) for some 
w E Z, and H(~) = G, there is an ~7 ~ w(O such that G c H(r~), then also 
whenever ~ ~ e¢o (X. m) for some m E co, I~1 = n(w) for some w E Z, 
and H(~) = G rn , then there is an ~ ~ w(~) such that G m c_c_ H(~?). 
We have been able to prove this only in the case where w(~) = ~ for 
each w ~ Z (i.e., in the original number-theoretic setting). 
Lemma 4.8. Suppose that Z c w, n ~ 6o, and that whenever ~ ~ e o~ (n), 
I~1E Z, and H(~) = G, a group o f  permutat ions o f  n, there is an ~7 ~ 
such that G c H(rl). Then also whenever ~ E eo~ (n . m) for  any m ~ co, 
I~1E Z, and H(~) = G m , there is an r~ E ~ such that G m c H(t?). 
Proof. Suppose the contrary, and let ~ E e¢o (n" m), I~1 ~ Z be such that 
H(~) = G m and for every r/~ ~, G m ~- H(~7). 
Let ~71 .... ,77 k be representatives of the G m -orbits of ~. For each i, 
G m ~- H(rli). So for some least copy 1i of G, G/i ~_ HO?i). One constructs 
in the manner of Lemma 2.2 an element ~'i ~ e¢o (n) such that H(~ i) = 
Gli r) H(rli). Also it is clear that IGji : G/i (h H(r/i)l divides IG m : G m ('1 
H(rb) l, and so we let 
n i.  JG]i" G]i fq g(~/i)J = JG m • G m (3 g(r/i)[. 
Nowlet  Y= (<o~ i, i,]>: ]< n i, 1 <- i <- k, o~ G}. Then 
k k 
IY I= ~ IG" H(~i)I .n i=  ~ IG m "Gm ¢qH(~i) l= I~IEZ.  
i=1 i=1 
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But H(Y)  = G, and for every ~" ~ Y, G g~ H(~'), which is a contradic- 
tion. 
Lemma 4.9. I f  Z c_ ~o, then: 
(i) D(n, Z) ~ A(Z, n), 
(ii) L(n, Z) ~ B(0, Z, n) ~ C(0, Z, n), 
(iii) K(n, Z) ~ C(Z, 0, n). 
Proof. We just prove (i). The other two parts are proved similarly. 
Lemma 4.8 is used in the proof of (ii). 
Assume D(n, Z), and let G be a group of permutations of n which 
moves every member of n. By D(n, Z), there is a subgroup H of G, and 
proper subgroups K 1 ....  , K r of H such that Y. IH : Kil E Z. For each i, 
1 <_ i <- r, let ~i E e,~ (n) satisfy H(~i)  = K i. 
Then we let X = ((o~ i, it: o ~ H, 1 <_ i <_ r). We have 
r 
IXl= ~ IH. K i lE  Z ' 
i=1 
and H(Z) ~ H. 
If ~ E X, ~ = (o~i , i> say, then H(~) = H(o~i )  = OH(~i)O -1 , a proper 
subgroup of H. Thus X is as desired for A(Z, n). 
Conversely, assume A(Z,  n), and let G be a subgroup ofS  n without 
fixed points. By A(Z,  n), there is an X ~ ew (n) such that IXI E Z, and 
for each ~ ~ X, H(X)  n G ~ H(~). Let ~1, ".., ~r be representatives of 
the H(X)  n G-orbits of X. Let H = H(X) n G and K i = H(X)  n G n H(~i) 
Then each K i is a proper subgroup of H, and 
r 
IXl = ~ IH 'K~I .  
i=l 
Thus D(n, Z) holds. 
Corollary 4.10. 
(i) D(n, Z) ~ C z -+ C n (Mostowski -Gauntt ) .  
(ii) k(n, Z )~ C~ ~ C* (Gauntt ) .  
(iii) K(n, Z )~ C z ~ C*. 
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(iv) U(n ,  Z),* C ° -+ C ° ,~, C ° -+ C*. 
(v) D(n, Z) *~ C z -* C o . 
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One would like to have conditions which were easier to handle than 
D, t. and K for dealing with numerical cases, and one very suggestive 
one was proposed by Mostowski in [5]. 
M(n, Z): If n = p t + -" + Ps is any expression for n as a sum of (not 
necessarily distinct) primes, then there are a i ~ co such that ~otiP i E Z. 
Now it is easy to see that K(n, Z) -~ M(n, Z), and so M(n, Z) is cer- 
tainly necessary for C z -~ C*. The converse, M(n, Z) ~ K(n, Z) has been 
proved by Dr. M.J. CoUins. This gives of course the sufficiency of 
M(n, Z) for C z ~ C*. We sketch his proof here. (Professor Mostowski 
informed us that this was also proved by Dr. K. Wigniewski in [ 10] .) 
Assume M(n, Z) and let G be a fixed point free group of permuta- 
tions of n. We must show that for some m ~ co, H g_ G m and proper 
subgroups K1, ..., K r of H, ~ IH : Kil  E Z. The first remark is that it is 
enough to find a collection of pairs (H 1 , K 1 ), ..., (H  r, K r) such that 
Hi c__ G for each i, and each K l is a proper subgroup of H i of prime in- 
dex, Pi say, where ]~Pi = n. For then by M(n, Z), there are a i E co such 
that ~%Pi  E Z. Let H = H I X ... X H r, and K~ = H 1 X ... X Hi_ 1 X K i 
X Hi+ 1 × "" × Hr" Then taking each K;ot i times we obtain the desired 
result. 
Now let r/l, ..., r/m be the G-orbits o fn  and let It/i[ = n i. Since G is 
fixed point free,'n i > 1 and we may let Pi be a prime factor of n i. Let 
N i be the kernel of the action of G on r/i, that is, the subgroup of G 
fixing ~7i pointwise. Then n i I G : N i l  since G acts transitively on ~7i, 
and so Pi IG : N i l .  Since N i is normal in G, there is a subgroup M i of 
G containing N i such that ]M i : N i = Pi" Take each such pair (Mi ,  N i) 
n i /P i  times for i = 1, ..., m. 
Corollary 4.11. M(n, Z) o Cz ~ C*. 
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